Abstract. The paper proposes an optimization algorithm for the parameter learning of missing data Bayesian networks. Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm is the common parameter learning algorithms. The maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) and maximum a posterity estimation (MAP) of EM are local estimate rather than global estimate and are not easy to achieve the global optimal. So this paper puts forward a point estimate relative error minimum optimization algorithm which based on EM algorithm (EM-MLE-MAP). Applying the algorithm to the fault diagnosis of the rotor vibration Bayesian network, simulations and experiments show that the improved algorithm has good precision in diagnosing vibration fault when the loss ratio less than 3 percent.
Introduction
Bayesian network as a very useful tool in data mining can provide qualitative and quantitative relationship between attributes and probability inference. It is one of the most effective theoretical models to achieve the uncertain knowledge expression and reasoning in the field of artificial intelligence [1] . Bayesian network becomes a hot spot in the field of fault diagnosis with solid theoretical foundation, the natural form of expression, flexible reasoning ability and convenient decision-making mechanism [2] . The data missing BNs parameters learning is an important aspect of BNs research.
Data missing BNs parameter learning is a studying for the parameters which in view of the background in which the data is incomplete or cannot be observed. The poor of data is the normal problem that we have to deal with in measuring, part of which caused by inaccurate data with noise or measurement, and the other part is data missing, namely the integrity of data. For the first case, we can use some hardware and software to eliminate or improve it. For the latter data missing, the current widespread application is Gibbs sampling algorithm and Expectation Maximization algorithm. It is feasible by using the above methods to search local minimum. But it is difficult for universal search, and it assumed that the data missing mechanism is negligible. But when the data missing can't be neglected, the precision of above algorithm have reduced significantly.
EM algorithm is a kind of estimate method of gradual certainty for the unknown parameters of data missing when assumes that missing value is independent of the observations [3] . There are two cases after got the estimation $ θ of point θ : one is the 111 maximum likelihood estimation MLE which makes the ( | ) pe  reach maximum; the other is maximum posterior estimation which makes the ( | ) pe  reach maximum. But it is a kind of local estimation rather than global estimation when estimated. We can't get the global optimal while the two estimation may get local optimal solution. The paper proposed an improved algorithm based on the learning of EM-MLE and EM-MAP algorithms.
Traditional EM Estimation Algorithms
Although the EM algorithm can deal with data missing, it assumes that the data source from a Gaussian parameters model or mixed model, and it can only deal with data of numerical attribute. And its convergence speed is slow. The commonly used EM algorithm of data missing uses Expectation Step and Maximization Step alternatively when the BNs parameter learning to achieve local optimal of the data likelihood value.
The Process of EM and EM-MLE Algorithms
① Initializing the 
In the formula (2) ii X parents X . Because there are estimation parameters  and a causal structure in this step, we can calculate Right Hand Side (RHS) probability by using the BN. We can obtain any 
EM-MAP Algorithm
The initialization of EM estimation algorithm based on the MAP is the same as the MLE of EM algorithm, in other words, the initialization 
The Improved EM-MLE-MAP Algorithm
EM algorithm which applied to parameter learning of BNs use Expectation
Step (E-Step) alternatively, according to the existing parameter find complete data of expected and the Maximum Step (M-Step), reevaluating parameters again, adjusting parameters through iterative, so as to achieve local optimization of the data likelihood value. BNs parameters learning of conventional data missing of the EM estimation algorithm in the M step, to calculate the MLE value or MAP, the difference of data missing of the physical process has a certain influence on the calculation results of the two which is accuracy of point estimation. The paper determine the algorithm selection mode through selecting and analyzing the measured sample of the two algorithms MLE and MAP to contrast calculation to estimate relative error under the condition of different data missing: Assume that no missing sample "existence" missing value, and then use MLE and MAP algorithm to estimate the missing value respectively, we select the relative calculation error between the smallest as the estimation algorithm of such samples from the two algorithm, finally we complete the real estimation of data missing. This algorithm is based on EM-MLE and MAP of the point estimation; it is called the EM-MLE-MAP algorithm. EM-MLE-MAP based on the point estimation calculate the expectation of missing value * e sufficient statistic in the first through the formula (2) , and then to test the actual samples relative error comparison respectively with formula (3) and formula (4) the MLE value and MAP to determine the choice of less as a practical calculation model, finally we obtain the point estimation value  more accurate. the form of rules, and we can get the BNs structure to express the issues by using programs reasoning of constraint logic. To verify the validity of the algorithm, parameter learning of data missing BNs which has been built originally, the algorithm uses the existing study structure to restudy "data missing samples", it uses the learned new network to reason fault probability, then compare their accuracy.
Contrast of Diagnosis Effect before and after Algorithm Optimized
The paper uses the EM-MLE, the EM-MAP and EM-MLE-MAP algorithm to study parameter learning with the date missing samples in chart 1 by respectively based on BNT under the environment of MATLAM and toolbox. Figure-1 shows the minimum optimization algorithm (EM-MLE-MAP) of point estimation relative error which based on EM for the data missing of BNs parameter learning, Figure-2 shows parameter learning based on BNs, and to show the Contrast of diagnosis accuracy before and after algorithm optimized. As Figure 1 show, compared with diagnostic accuracy given the BN parameter learning in EM-MLE, EM-MAP, and EM-MLE-MAP, the fault diagnostic accuracy of the parameter in EM-MLE-MAP was in a quite high level of about 98% and changes steadily.
In order to determine the influence of data missing rate to the accuracy of algorithm, this paper increasing the amount of data missing respectively by random, and then statistic the fault diagnosis accuracy after studying the EM-MLE-MAP algorithm parameters learning. The statistical data in the following chart. From the data of table-1, we can see parameter learning algorithm of EM-MLE-MAP get relatively high diagnostic accuracy compared with EM-MLE and EM-MAP under the different rate of data missing. But with the increase of the rate of data missing, the overall accuracy decline rapidly. When the percentage of data missing reached 1%, the EM-MLE-MAP algorithm diagnosis accuracy reached 98%. If the missing rate less than 3%, the diagnosis accuracy of algorithm is more than 96.5%. As the rate of date missing rises again, fault misdiagnosis rate get increased. So we can obtain more accurate diagnosis if the rates of missing are controlled in a smaller range in the engineering application.
Conclusion
This paper presents the BN parameters learning of deficiency data based on the EM-MLE-MAP diagnostic whose relative error is the least. Uniting the parameter study of some diesel generator's rotor turning Bayesian fault diagnostic internet, the paper experiment setting parameter learning lack of the data between 1%~8% and reasons and verifies the arithmetic of EM-MLE-MAP. The simulation experiment shows that when the rate of the data missing is less than 3%, EM-MLE-MAP can achieve a higher diagnostic accuracy rate. The diagnostic solves the problem of low-data lack rate BNs parameter learning quite well, and suits for the applying of the fault diagnostic engineering.
